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Abstract: In the presented work, two kinds of germanium oxide glass with different compositions, namely GeO$_2$ and GeO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$–Bi$_2$O$_3$, were investigated. After controlled crystallization of a glassy sample, the emission in the NIR-range was determined (1165 nm with excitation at 470 nm). To better understand the kinetics of the glass crystallization, the activation energy was also determined by applying the Kissinger method. The obtained results show that in the case of GeO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$–Bi$_2$O$_3$, activation energy value was 400 and 477 kJ/mol, which means that such values are significantly larger than for pure GeO$_2$ (254 kJ/mol). The investigations also show that two phases crystallized in the complex glass matrix: the mullite-like phase and germanium oxide.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that glass–ceramic technology is based on controlled nucleation and growth of crystalline phases in some glass. The behavior of the glass crystallization process can be examined utilizing thermal analysis. Therefore, the thermogravimetric studies of glass are essential for scientific interest to identify barriers to crystallization. Usually, the practical range of glass is between the glass transition temperature, $T_g$, and the crystallization temperature, $T_x$. It is known that controlled crystallization in this area leads to the formation of small crystalline particles that are distributed in the glass matrix [1,2]. Such kinds of materials are also of prime importance for optics. This is due to the formation in the glass matrix of nanocrystals containing activators, which are the source of their crystalline environment. However, it is also possible that the activator species, like ions or metal nanoparticles, can be directly excited and made to emit light without it. It is typical for a glass-like laser gain, but in such glass, the emissivity can be reduced by induced crystallization.

The germanium oxide glass are well-known functional materials that have been used for different photonic devices, e.g., laser [3,4], amplifier [3,5], phosphors [6,7], and glass fiber [8]. For the phosphors, the host material (matrix) is usually made of GeO$_2$ glass with different additions, for example, SiO$_2$ and fluorides [9], BaO and Ga$_2$O$_3$ [10], CaO and Al$_2$O$_3$ [11,12], and B$_2$O$_3$ and ZnO [13].

The pure germanium dioxide, GeO$_2$, has a structure that mainly consists of the form of tetrahedral units, similar to SiO$_2$. These units are built by a network of four coordinated Ge atoms, which are interrupted by the presence of alkali metal oxides. In this way, there are six coordinated germanium ions [14]. The literature states that there are possible interactions with Al$_2$O$_3$ forms in the glassy networked blocks of TO$_x$ units (where T = Al, Ge, and the index for x = 4, 5, or 6) [15]. As a consequence, oxygen vacancies are created in the glass. It is also known that both rare earth metals, i.e., Ho, Tm, Yb [9], Nd [16], Ce [17], and Er [18] and the transition metals, such as Mn [13], Cr [12], and Bi [19,19–22], have been used as activators for the GeO$_2$ glass-like matrix. Above all, bismuth especially plays an extraordinary role because it causes an IR emission in the glass-like matrix. On the other hand, it is astonishing that the Bi-ions, depending on the valency and the crystalline environment, are emitted in
the VUV range (e.g., YPO₄:Bi [23]), the VIS range (e.g., SrB₄O₇:Bi [24], GdVO₄:Bi [25]), or in the near IR range (BaBPO₄:Bi [26]).

The presented paper is focused on the development and characterization of GeO₂–Al₂O₃–Bi₂O₃ glass. Therefore, our investigations show the crystallization process of pure GeO₂ and complex GeO₂–Al₂O₃–Bi₂O₃ glass. Both materials were prepared using standard melt quenching techniques and annealing processes, and for this reason, the accompanying structural and phase changes were evaluated. The kinetic aspects were recorded for both compositions obtained, and changes in the functional properties of these IR phosphors were explained. Moreover, the homogeneity and quality of the glass produced were also analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

Preparation of the pure GeO₂ glass as well the glass with a nominal composition of 93GeO₂–6Al₂O₃–1Bi₂O₃ (given in mol%) was carried out in a 100 g batch in a corundum crucible (6 cm in diameter) for 1 h at 1250 °C. After melting at a temperature of 1250 °C, the glass became very viscous and not suitable for pouring. The temperature was then increased to 1500 °C (1 h), and the glass viscosity became low, enabling the glass to be poured onto a steel plate. Due to the contact of the liquid glass with the crucible walls, the glass composition may become enriched with aluminum. However, it can be assumed that the nominal glass composition was hardly changed, because the crucible walls did not react with the sample and, after cooling, showed only a substantial wetting with the glass. After cooling, the internal stresses were removed from the obtained glass by thermal treatment at a temperature of 400 °C. The GeO₂ glass was colorless and transparent, while the complex 93GeO₂–6Al₂O₃–1Bi₂O₃ glass had a dark red color.

It was observed that during thermal treatment in the range of 500–650 °C, the colored glass became dark or dark-brown, and after further crystallization at a temperature above ~850 °C, it took on the form of a powder that was white color and lost its transparency.

To study the crystallization process of GeO₂ and 93GeO₂–6Al₂O₃–1Bi₂O₃ glass, they were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku MiniFlex II) as well as by thermal analysis (NETZSCH STA 409). Full pattern identification was made by using the X’Pert HighScorePlus software package (created by PANalytical B.V.). Data from the PDF database (International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD®)) [27] were used as a reference for the structural analysis. The optical transmittance of prepared glass was measured over the wavelength region from 200 to 1000 nm using a spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Genisys 10S), and the emission with a spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments FS920) with excitation of 470 nm. The morphologies of samples were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, HITACHI S-4700) with a system of microanalysis (EDXS-NORAN Vantage). The fractured surfaces of the glass were prearranged and coated with the graphite.

3. Results

3.1. Glass Characteristics

For a better understanding of the crystallization process of the 93GeO₂–6Al₂O₃–1Bi₂O₃ system, some analyses were also performed for the pure germanium oxide glass. Figure 1 shows detailed information about GeO₂ glass based on the differential thermal analysis (DTA) curve and for X-ray diffraction pattern data.

Thermal analysis of the pure GeO₂ glass confirmed that it was crystallized above 700 °C (Figure 1a). The DTA curve showed an exothermic peak of the weak crystallization in the temperature range 750–1005 °C, with a Tₚ temperature of 916.4 °C. Above the temperature of 1005 °C, the beginning of the endothermic peak was observed, which can be explained as the melting of GeO₂. For this reason, the quenched of pure glass had already contained a small amount of the crystalline phase, which was also observed on the XRD pattern (Figure 1b). The resulting phase of glass was identified as a hexagonal phase of GeO₂ (ICDD® 01-083-2480).
Figure 1. Results of the investigations: (a) crystallization and melting on the DTA curve (at step 10 °C/min); and (b) X-ray diffraction pattern of pure GeO$_2$ glass.

A similar analysis was done for 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass. The characteristics obtained are shown in Figure 2.

The behavior of the glass during its heating was investigated using differential thermal analysis. On the DTA curve of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ system (Figure 2a) the glass transition temperature of $T_g = 611$ °C, as well as the two crystallization effects at $T_{x1} = 776.8$ °C and $T_{x2} = 848$ °C were observed, where the heating rate was 10 °C/min.

As the X-ray diffraction analysis of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ system shows, the examined glass was completely amorphous without sharp crystalline peaks (Figure 2b). The presence of a raised background in the range of 20–30°, a halo effect, indicates the lack of long-range order.

The observation under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) confirmed the amorphous and the homogenous nature of the glass material in the microscale. Figure 3a shows an example of the morphology of the fractured surface of the investigated sample. The EDXS elemental mapping analyses of concentrations of Ge, Al, Bi, and O confirmed they were homogeneously distributed within the whole samples (Figure 3b). The obtained results indicated that all elements, like germanium, aluminum, bismuth, and oxygen, were evenly dispersed in the glass and that germanium was the main element of the specimens investigated.
The behavior of the glass during its heating was investigated using differential thermal analysis. On the DTA curve of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ system (Figure 2a) the glass transition temperature of $T_g = 611 \, ^\circ C$, as well as the two crystallization effects at $T_{x1} = 776.8 \, ^\circ C$ and $T_{x2} = 848 \, ^\circ C$ were observed, where the heating rate was 10 °C/min.

As the X-ray diffraction analysis of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ system shows, the examined glass was completely amorphous without sharp crystalline peaks (Figure 2b). The presence of a raised background in the range of 20–30°, a halo effect, indicates the lack of long-range order.

The observation under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) confirmed the amorphous and the homogenous nature of the glass material in the microscale. Figure 3a shows an example of the morphology of the fractured surface of the investigated sample. The EDXS elemental mapping analyses of concentrations of Ge, Al, Bi, and O confirmed they were homogeneously distributed within the whole samples (Figure 3b). The obtained results indicated that all elements, like germanium, aluminum, bismuth, and oxygen, were evenly dispersed in the glass and that germanium was the main element of the specimens investigated.

The qualitative and quantitative chemical compositions of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ material were confirmed via EDXS measurements. The chemical composition of samples deduced from the EDXS patterns allowed us to determine more precisely the chemical composition of samples, and they were taken from different parts of samples. An example of the EDXS analysis spectrum with the SEM micrograph of the examined glass is presented in Figure 4.

The optical transmission and the optical emission of the same glass were measured (Figure 5). The transmission spectra (Figure 5a) of the complex glass sample (thickness...
The EDXS measurements showed that the oxide content of the glass was equal, namely 7.279 ± 0.748% mol Al$_2$O$_3$, 91.348 ± 0.745% mol GeO$_2$, and 1.373 ± 0.059% mol Bi$_2$O$_3$, in comparison to the nominal (output) content of the oxides, which was 6% mol Al$_2$O$_3$, 93% mol GeO$_2$, and 1% mol Bi$_2$O$_3$. Such results indicated that changes in the chemical composition of fabricated glass probably resulted in the melting process in a corundum crucible at T = 1500 °C. As a consequence, glass composition enrichment with the aluminum oxide and bismuth oxide was obtained, although observation of the crucible after the melting process showed that it was not corroded but only coated with the glass. Considering the other possibilities of changing the composition, the evaporation of crucible components could be assumed. Generally, at the temperature of 1500 °C in the investigated glass system, germanium oxide had the highest vapor pressure, which was 10$^{-5}$ bar [28].

Subsequently, the optical transmission and the optical emission of the same glass were measured (Figure 5). The transmission spectra (Figure 5a) of the complex glass sample (thickness approx. 3 mm) showed a strong absorption in the UV range and the VIS range at approx. 505 nm and 704 nm. By excitation with blue light (470 nm), the glass emitted broadband with an emission maximum at 1165 nm (Figure 5b).

Figure 4. An example of EDXS analysis spectrum with SEM micrograph of examined glass.

Figure 5. Optical transmission (a) and optical emission spectra (b) of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass.
3.2. Analysis of the Glass Crystallization Kinetics

To the study of the kinetics aspect of the glass crystallization, thermal analysis was used. The glass making process was examined by the DTA measurements at the heating rate of $\beta = 1, 2.5, 5, 10,$ and steps of $20 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$. Results are illustrated in Figure 6.

The DTA results obtained were illustrated by curves, which contained all three typical values of the characteristic temperatures: $T_g$, $T_{x1}$, and $T_{x2}$, even though in this comparison, the $T_g$ values were deflection points that had weak values. The characteristic temperatures of recorded measurements are summarized in Table 1.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.** DTA curves illustrating the crystallization of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass in an air atmosphere when the heating rate was $\beta = 1, 2.5, 5, 10$ at steps of $20 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$, °C/min</th>
<th>$T_g$ °C</th>
<th>$T_{x1}$ °C</th>
<th>$T_{x2}$ °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>533.6</td>
<td>727.7</td>
<td>801.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>561.0</td>
<td>744.3</td>
<td>816.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>589.3</td>
<td>760.2</td>
<td>830.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>611.2</td>
<td>777.4</td>
<td>848.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>629.4</td>
<td>789.1</td>
<td>860.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the strength of the standard kinetics, based on the crystallization temperature $T_x$, it is possible to analyze a system where more than one phase crystallizes. In this case, the two $T_x$ values were found in the DTA curves and related to the analysis. As was observed, the characteristic temperatures strongly depend on the heating rate.

Changes in the $T_g$ value, with the heat rate $\beta$, can be described with Equation (1).

$$T_g = 533.6 + 32.7 \ln \beta$$

(1)

where $\beta$ is the heat rate.

Based on this relationship, it was assumed that a temperature of 533.6 °C was a real $T_g$ value.
In turn, $T_x$ values were used for the kinetic evaluation of the crystallization process, by the Kissinger method (Equation (2)) [29].

$$\ln\left(\frac{\beta}{T_x^2}\right) = -\frac{E_a}{RT_x} + \text{const} \quad (2)$$

where $E_a$ is the apparent activation energy, $R = 8.314 \text{J/molK}$—the gas constant.

Figure 7 shows the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) as a function of the heating rate ($\beta$), and also the Kissinger function at temperatures $T_{x1}$ and $T_{x2}$ illustrating the mechanism of the crystallization of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass.

The obtained results showed that $E_a$ values were determined to be about 400.4 kJ/mol for the first crystallization step ($T_{x1}$) and 477.1 kJ/mol for the second step ($T_{x2}$).

For comparison, similar investigations were made to define the kinetics mechanism of crystallization of pure GeO$_2$ glass. Figure 8a shows that the crystallization peaks of this material were lower in comparison to the DTA peaks obtained for the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass (Figure 6). In this case, the apparent activation energy was also lower, and the value was 254.75 kJ/mol (Figure 8b).

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** (a) Glass transition temperature $T_g$ as a function of the heating rate $\beta$ and (b) the Kissinger function for the crystallization of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ at temperatures $T_{x1}$ and $T_{x2}$.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** DTA crystallization curves (a) (heating rate: 2.5, 5, 10, 15 with steps of 20 °C/min) and the interpretation of kinetic evaluation with the Kissinger equation (b) of pure GeO$_2$ glass.
3.3. Theoretical Interpretation of the Glass Crystallization Processes

It is known that the glass crystallization processes are described using the Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation [30], which determines nucleation and crystal growth. In addition to the apparent activation energy, $E_a$, the other kinetic parameter, the so-called Avrami coefficient (n)—as a power in the equation JMAK—was founded. The Avrami coefficient is assumed to be the values 2 or 3 for two- or three-dimensional seeds [30,31]. The Avrami coefficient can be estimated using an equation from Augis–Bennett [32]:

$$n = \frac{2.5 RT^2}{E_a \Delta^* T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In this case, it is necessary to calculate some specific geometric sizes from the crystallization peak, or the peak width in a half-height ($\Delta^* T$).

An example of the peak separation and the determined ($\Delta^* T$) values and the Avrami coefficient (n) is shown in Figure 9. The characteristic temperatures of recorded measurements are summarized in Table 2. Since the two crystallization peaks overlap, a peak separation was carried out, and the required peak width was determined. For the two crystallization peaks, similar values of the Avrami coefficient n were calculated, which were in the range $1 < n < 2$.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** Example of the peak separation and the determined ($\Delta^* T$) values and the Avrami coefficient (n).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$, °C/min</th>
<th>$\Delta^* T_{x_1}$ °C</th>
<th>$n(x_1)$</th>
<th>$\Delta^* T_{x_2}$ °C</th>
<th>$n(x_2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>1.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>1.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>1.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.282</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

As mentioned above, the prepared glass with the composition $93\text{GeO}_2–6\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3–1\text{Bi}_2\text{O}_3$ was transparent and had an intense dark red color. The obtained XRD pattern of this glass indicated no crystalline components, and in the transmission spectrum, four characteristic absorption bands were observed (at 340, 505, 704, and 820 nm). The band at 340 nm corresponds to the glass matrix [33],

![Image of DTA crystallization curves](image_url)

**Figure 8.** DTA crystallization curves (a) (heating rate: 2.5, 5, 10, 15 with steps of 20 °C/min) and the interpretation of kinetic evaluation with the Kissinger equation (b) of pure GeO$_2$ glass.
where the other areas are responsible for the excitation of the bismuth activators to the emission [19]. The NIR emission from bismuth has been known for a long time [33–38]. For this reason, the emission spectrum shows a burnable emission between 950 and 1450 nm with a maximum at 1165 nm.

Our investigations show that glass with a composition of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ has a relatively high glass transition temperature $T_g$ of 533.6 °C. The $T_g$ values for similar glass lie in the range from 469 °C [39] to 635 °C [40] and 651 °C [41]. A $T_g$ value of 519 °C (Figure 1) was measured for the pure GeO$_2$ glass, with the value of 513 °C being given in [41].

Another glass parameter, its stability, is defined as

$$\Delta T = T_{x0} - T_g$$

where $T_{x0}$ is the onset temperature of the crystallization peak.

$\Delta T$ is approx. 130 °C, when $\Delta T$ values greater than 100 °C are reached as favorable for such glass [39,40]. This means that the glass has little tendency to crystallize. For the transparent glass ceramics, the temperature range was used for partial crystallization. This is utilized to form a nanocrystalline species with activators in the host lattice [1,2].

The kinetic crystallization parameters obtained show activation energy values of approx. 400 kJ/mol and approx. 477 kJ/mol, as well as an Avrami coefficient $n \approx 1$ and can be interpreted as follows: the higher values of the Ea can indicate a relatively strong barrier for the nucleation of the indicated crystallization process of 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass. The $n$ values of the Avrami parameter are closer to one, and $n > 1$ can serve as an indication of the formation of acicular nanocrystals for this glass.

In order to determine the possibility of the partial phase crystallization in the glass matrix, some series of the XRD tests were performed. Measurements were recorded for selected temperatures used in the heat-treatment of the glass (at $T = 550$ °C, 600 °C, 650 °C, 700 °C/6h) (Figure 10a–d).

All results of the X-ray phase analysis, which were determined in different temperatures of the heat-treatment, were developed using X’Pert High Score Plus software. An evolution of sharp peaks was observed with an increase of heating temperature. It was found with a high probability that in the glass network, germanium oxide was crystallized into two species: GeO$_2$ (ICDD®, reference code: 01-083-2480) and Al$_{2.38}$Ge$_{0.62}$O$_{4.81}$ (ICDD® reference code: 98-006-6520). The second mullite-like phase, Al$_{2.38}$Ge$_{0.62}$O$_{4.81}$, was observed in all investigated cases from the treatment temperatures above 600 °C.

As was reported in [42] the mullite-like phases, such as the germanium-mullite types Al$_2$GeO$_5$, Al$_{2.26}$Ge$_{0.74}$O$_{4.87}$, Al$_{2.38}$Ge$_{0.62}$O$_{4.81}$, and Al$_{2.4}$Ge$_{0.6}$O$_{4.8}$, tended to crystallize rapidly. These crystalline phases were dispersed in the amorphous phases of glass. Although the glass was heat-treated at 500–700 °C, it remained largely amorphous, as demonstrated by DTA analysis (Figure 11a–d).

Except on the XRD and the DTA measurements after the heat-treatment of glass, all samples were studied under SEM microscopy. Figure 12 presents the fractured surface of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass obtained at $T = 600$ °C. It was observed that the microstructure was reached in the form of crystalline objects (Figure 12a,b). These two types of crystalline objects had characteristic shapes, namely slack bars and square crystals. These elongated elements were identified as mullite-like phase crystals and square objects as a germanium oxide. It is known that the mullite phase crystallizes most often in the form of needles (prismatic needle shape).
Figure 10. XRD patterns recorded at different temperature of heat-treatment (a) 550 °C, (b) 600 °C, (c) 650 °C, and (d) 700 °C, for 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass.
5. Conclusions

Based on the investigation of the processing and characterization of the obtained GeO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$–Bi$_2$O$_3$ material, we can summarize the results as follows.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11. DTA curves of partially crystallized 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass at temperatures: (a) 550 °C, (b) 600 °C, (c) 650 °C, and (d) 700 °C, examined for 6 h.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. SEM micrographs of the 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass fractured surface after being heated at 600 °C observed with different magnification: (a) 20k, (b) 60k.
Thermogravimetric investigations of the GeO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$–Bi$_2$O$_3$ glass showed that the glass form existed between the glass transition (T$_g$ = 611 °C) and the crystallization temperature (T$_c$ = 848 °C).

Using formal kinetics, the apparent activation energy can be calculated at, respectively, E$_g$ = 400 and E$_a$ = 477 kJ/mol for the two crystallization peaks on the DTA curve. The apparent activation energy for the crystallization of pure GeO$_2$ glass is E$_a$ = 254 kJ/mol.

Although in the obtained glass, 93GeO$_2$–6Al$_2$O$_3$–1Bi$_2$O$_3$, it is difficult to determine the phase of small crystals forming directly, it has been suggested that the crystalline species have a composition of GeO$_2$ and Ge-mullite-like phase. The conclusions are based on the identification of the crystallized phase compositions and the shapes of the observed species of SEM images.

The tested glass shows emissions in the IR light range at 1165 nm.
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